
 

 

This is a super fun & simple Halloween treat to make - the only tools that you need to make 
it are Punches, a Cello Tube Treat Bag and Candy... 

I just love how it looks like he is holding this tube of candy in his teeth - and he came out looking really cute!!! 

 

 

Supply list: 
119860  1 3/8" Circle Punch 
119868  1" Circle Punch 
119873  3/4” Circle Punch 
119850  1 ¾” Circle Punch 
119882  Scallop Edge Border Punch 
124134  1" x 8" Cello Tube Bags 
Small candies - such as M&Ms, Skittles etc 

Optional: 
134381  Best of Halloween 
129267  Bitty Banners Framelits Dies 
104294  Sticky Strip 
103683  Mini Glue Dots 
104430  Dimensionals 
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The eyes: 

The eyes are made using 3 different sizes of Circle Punches - I used the sizes 1 3/8", 1" and 3/4" - and punched 
the circles out of Crushed Curry, Whisper White and Basic Black cardstocks... 

 

The background: 

I used my 1 3/4" Circle Punch to punch out two black circles... 

 

I cut out a piece of Basic Black cardstock to measure 4 1/4" x 5 1/2"... 
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Added glue dots to the bottom of the black circles... 

 

And then adhere them to the back of the rectangular cardstock... 

 

And then adhere your eyes onto them...you can position them however you wish - experiment - you get very 
different looks depending on how you place them! 

I wanted a cute look so put them both facing inwards... 
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Then trim your rectangular cardstock to size - I trimmed mine to be 3" long... 

 

The mouth: 

Take a strip of Black cardstock sized 1 1/2" x 4 1/4" and a punch to shape the teeth - I used the Scallop Edge 
Punch... 

 

Punch down one side and then trim to the width you want - I trimmed mine to be 1" - and then score 1/4" in 
from the straight edge... 
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And repeat so that you end up with two mouth pieces. 

Fold along the score lines and add strong adhesive such as Sticky Strip... 

 

Fill your Cello Tube with candies - I used Candy Corn M&Ms... 

 

And then adhere to your monster base - I used two Mini Glue Dots to do this... 
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And adhere your first mouth part above the candy tube... 

 

And then adhere the bottom mouth part underneath the candy tube. 

For his nose I simply used punched out a 3/4" Circle from Tangerine Tango cardstock and added it using a 
Dimensional to make it pop out a little... 

 

If you wish to do so, add a sentiment to your treat - I used the Trick or Treat sentiment from 'Best of 
Halloween' and die cut it out using a die from Bitty Banners Framelits and used Dimensionals to add it to my 
base... 

 

I hope you enjoy making these cute treats as much as I enjoyed designing them – please contact me if you 
have any questions and I will be very happy to help. 

This tutorial was provided by www.sarahsinkspot.com - be sure to visit and check out my other 
free tutorials!  
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Want to print out more copies of this tutorial? You can do so by visiting theTutorials section 

on my website 


